The need for reliable systems for capturing precise detail in tunnels has increased as the number of tunnels (e.g., for cars and trucks, trains, subways, mining and other infrastructure) has increased and the age of these structures and, subsequent, deterioration has introduced structural degradations and eventual failures. Due to the hostile environments encountered in tunnels, mobile mapping systems are plagued with various problems such as loss of GNSS signals, drift of inertial measurements systems, low lighting conditions, dust and poor surface textures for feature identification and extraction. A tunnel mapping system using alternate sensors and algorithms that can deliver precise coordinates and feature attributes from surfaces along the entire tunnel path is presented. This system employs image bridging or visual odometry to estimate precise sensor positions and orientations. The fundamental concept is the use of image sequences to geometrically extend the control information in the absence of absolute positioning data sources. This is a non-trivial problem due to changes in scale, perceived resolution, image contrast and lack of salient features. The sensors employed include forward-looking high resolution digital frame cameras coupled with auxiliary light sources. In addition, a high frequency lidar system and a thermal imager are included to offer three dimensional point clouds of the tunnel walls along with thermal images for moisture detection. The mobile mapping system is equipped with an array of 16 cameras and light sources to capture the tunnel walls. Continuous images are produced using a semi-automated mosaicking process. Results of preliminary experimentation are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system for the generation of seamless precise tunnel maps.
Introduction
This paper focuses on the estimation of reliable three dimensional coordinates, geometric forms and non-spatial attributes of features in harsh environments such as tunnels. The need for reliable systems for capturing precise detail in tunnels has increased as the number of tunnels (e.g., for cars and trucks, trains, subways, mining and other infrastructure) has increased and the age of these structures and, subsequent, deterioration has introduced structural degradations and eventual failures (Gordon and Lichti, 2007 , Ioannidis et al, 2006 , Masoto et, 2007 , Monserrat and Crosetto, 2008 , Stiros and Kontogianni ,2009 , Tsakiri et al, 2006 . Due to the hostile environments encountered in tunnels, mobile mapping systems are plagued with various problems such as loss of GNSS signals, drift of inertial measurements systems, low lighting conditions, dust and poor surface textures for feature identification and extraction. This research was aimed at the use of alternate sensors and algorithms which will are used to develop a reliable mapping system that can deliver precise coordinates and feature attributes from surfaces along the entire tunnel path. Various grades of inertial measurement units (IMU) have been introduced to assist the positioning and orientation process especially when there are outages of the GNNS signals. Recently, lower cost systems in the form of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) have been employed to bridge the gap between cost and the delivery of reliable orientation information. While these small form factor IMUs have found application in various scenarios, they suffer from various sensitivities such as high drift rates, vulnerability to temperature changes and susceptibility to low grade electrical, magnetic and mechanical loadings. Other sensors include compasses, distance measurement instruments (DMI), lasers and range cameras. Each of these sensor types suffers from various shortcomings when used for positioning and orientation estimation (Abellan et al, 2009 and 2011 , Buckley et al, 2008 , Burton et al, 2010 , Dekker et al, 2008 , Fekete et all, 2010 and 2012 .
Research Outline
Expanding upon previous work undertaken by the author's research group, the possibility of using image-based solutions in the presence of artificial lighting offers a new opportunity to solve the mapping problem in situations of extended GNSS outages such as in tunnels. This process was termed image bridging and is also known as visual odometry. The fundamental concept is the use of image sequences to geometrically extend the control information in the absence of absolute positioning data sources. Previous work has been carried out using geodetic and photogrammetric techniques although there were limitations to the success (Kim et al, 2008 , Kontagianni and Stiros, 2003 , Otoo et al, 2011 , Sciaioni et al, 2014 , Yamaguchi and Hashimoto, 2010 . The image sequences are processed to determine candidates for matching. This is a non-trivial problem due to changes in scale, perceived resolution, image contrast and lack of salient features. Originally, these image bridging techniques suffered from high computational requirements and limited computing power. Current processing capabilities have virtually overcome such problems. The sensors to be employed will include forward looking high resolution digital frame cameras coupled with auxiliary light sources. In addition, a high frequency lidar system (Shan and Toth, 2008 ) and a thermal imager will be included to offer three dimensional point clouds and thermal images of the tunnel walls, respectively. The mobile mapping system to be used is already equipped with an array of cameras and light sources to capture the tunnel walls (see Figure 1a and 1b). Forward-looking cameras are employed for capturing the longitudinal direction ahead of the tunnel mapping system.The forward looking cameras are calibrated to account for geometric distortions, radiometric irregularities and to define relative orientation parameters in the case of camera pairs (see Table 1 ). Table 1 Sensor Specifications
In addition, the lever arms and boresighting angles related to the tunnel wall cameras, lidar system and thermal imager are calibrated using well-established methodologies (Cosandier and Chapman, 1995) . The radiometrically processed images are filtered to extract image matching candidates based upon algorithms such as the modified Forstner Interest Operator (Forstner and Gulch, 1987) . Using relative image relationships, geometric constraints in terms of epipolar geometry are used to restrict the search space for image feature matching. This operation can be used initially for image pairs and, then, for image sequences as the successive image geometry is progressively defined. A modified form of the LevenbergMarquadt algorithm is employed to control variations in image geometry and to dampen the effect of parameters that are particularly non-linear and contribute to divergent solutions when using least squares estimation. Additional geometric constraints can be introduced with inclusion of highway geometry conditions that are specific to transportation corridors. These constraints can attenuate the variations of the imagebased solution. A bundle adjustment solution is used to process the image sequence to ensure consistency of the image acquired along the vehicle path. This is an extension of work previously carried out by this research group (Chaplan and Chapman, 2001 ). An extended Kalman filter is employed such that the image estimated position and orientation information can be used along with the DMI data to produce updated estimates for the mobile mapping platform at time (t). In addition, digital inclinometer data associated with the tunnel wall cameras will be employed as observables to assist in the estimation of the roll angles. Weighted constraints are applied to exploit the welldefined vehicle motion characteristics such as restricted range of role and pitch angles as well as the change in vertical vehicle position for example. In the case where there are loop closures, additional constraints can be applied to reflect the reacquisition of the GNSS signal or the return to a common set of points when multiple vehicle runs in the same or opposite directions are available. In parallel, the images sets from tunnel wall cameras will be processed to form mosiacked strips representing the walls of the tunnel. The current camera configuration consists of sixteen cameras (see Figure 2) pointed at fixed angles looking to the left or right (user selectable) in one pass. 
Visual Band
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLI-B3, 2016 XXIII ISPRS Congress, 12-19 July 2016, Prague, Czech Republic calibration field permits the focusing and calibration of the individual cameras using a resolution test pattern. Camera focal settings are locked once optimal focus is achieved. The introduction of the LED light bank was deemed essential due to the low lighting conditions encountered in the tunnel environments (see Figure 3) .
Figure 3 Operational mode of Mobile Tunnel Mapper
Since the mapping system is designed for tunnel, the problem of loss of precise position and orientation must be overcome. Control targets and features are introduced and precisely mapped to offer a set of ground-truthing points which are used to verify the location and nature of features detected on the tunnel walls. Such forms of verification are essential for validating the various algorithms for positioning and image mosaicking. The targets introduced in the tunnel corridor are viewable from both directions and can be measured in the images from the forward looking cameras. The targets are designed with concentric circles so that they can be precisely measured at various sighting distances (see Figure 4) . The introduction of these targets offers a means to overcome the loss of precise position information when in GNSS-denied environments such as tunnels using image bridging.
Figure 4 Artificial Targets along Tunnel Corridor
Camera capture events are also synchronized with the travel velocity of the mobile platform so that there is overlap between successive swaths of imagery. The overlap between the images swaths will be used to create geometrically and radiometrically correct mosaics. The individual swaths will then be connected to successive swaths using the overlap between the image sequences. In addition, the time-stamped derived positional data will used to ensure that scale is preserved along the image continuum collected along the vehicle path.
Figure 5 Mosaicked Image Profiles

Test Results
Preliminary results were generated using a 980 m two lane tunnel configuration. Three scenarios are evaluated: 1) no forward camera use, 2) a single forward-looking camera and 3) a stereo pair of forward-looking cameras. All solution incorporated a forward-reverse data collection assumption since the tunnel mapping system currently requires two passes to completely cover the tunnel wall surface. A total of 52 images / image pairs where employed for the evaluation. An extended bundle adjustment with constraints was used to estimate the extrinsic parameters of the images acquired by the forward-looking cameras. In the case of absence of a solution using forward-looking imagery, the position and orientation of the mapping vehicle are determined with RMS errors of 1.21m, 0.87 and 0.39m in Easting, Northing and elevation, respectively. With the incorporation of a refined solution using a single forward-looking camera, the RMS errors were 0.14m, 0.12m and 0.08m in Easting, Northing and elevation, respectively. An improvement in the solution was achieved when using stereo pairs of images from forward-looking cameras. In this case, the RMS errors were 0.11m, 0.09m and 0.06m in Easting, Northing and elevation, respectively (see Figure 6 ). The RMS errors for the heading were 2.1 deg, 45 arc sec and 58 arc sec., respectively. 
Conclusions and Recommendations
A tunnel mapping system has been developed with the capability of precisely mapping tunnel walls in poor lighting environments with the absence of GNSS-derived data within the tunnel corridor. With the incorporation of artificial targets and various geometric constraints, precise position and orientation parameters are obtained. As such, surface cracks and other effects of deterioration can be identified and localized using the image sequences obtained from the lateral camera array. It is envisaged that improved results can be realized when additional points are identified in the images from the forwardlooking cameras. These additional points would enhance the position and orientation estimates from bundle adjustment. Improvements in the image processing are underway to enhance the radiometric and geometric quality of the image mosaics from the sequential image swaths.
